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I, David Etchells, declare as follows: 

1. My name is David Etchells. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and 

otherwise competent to make this declaration. The statements made in this 

declaration are to the best of my knowledge and recollection. I have personal 

knowledge of the facts set forth in this Declaration, and, for facts stated on 

information and belief, I have been provided with information by a person having 

personal knowledge of such facts. If called as a witness, I could and would testify 

competently under oath to the facts stated in this declaration. I am being paid at my 

standard hourly rate of $250.00 as a non-technical witness.  

2. I am the Founder, Publisher, and Editor in Chief of Imaging Resource, 

a Photography News and Review website. I launched the Imaging Resource website 

on April 1, 1998, to provide photographers with unbiased, detailed information on 

digital cameras, particularly actual sample photos shot under carefully-controlled 

conditions. In addition to my managerial role, I have authored numerous product 

reviews and articles published by Imaging Resource.  

3. I have been a photographer for all my life, starting photography in 1970, 

maintaining a dark room for personal use while earning a BSEE and MSEE degree 

from UCLA with a specialization in semiconductor physics.  

4. Prior to founding Imaging Resource, I worked in the California 

aerospace industry and delved deeply into image processing architectures while 
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working at the Hughes Research Labs in Malibu, California and was named as an 

inventor on three image-processing patents. I also ran a Macintosh-based systems 

integrator (Perspect Systems) in LA in the early 1990s. Some of our clients produced 

huge volumes of photography for mail-order catalogs, and a study I did for one of 

our clients in 1992 on the economics and performance of digital studio cameras 

turned into a widely-circulated industry report, recognized in the Seybold Report 

and marketed through the Future Image organization.    

5. During my work for Imaging Resource, I wrote a product review for 

the Casio QV8000SX digital camera. My review of the QV8000SX digital camera 

was first posted on Imaging Resource’s website on January 26, 2000. A copy of this 

product review is attached to this Declaration as Appendix A. I downloaded this 

product review from the Imaging Resource website approximately January 2020.  

6. In order to begin my product review, I reached out to Casio requesting 

the QV8000SX digital camera, and Casio provided me with a QV8000SX digital 

camera. An email attached as Appendix B and dated November 1, 1999, confirms 

that I had received the QX8000SX digital camera from Casio at least as early as 

November 1, 1999. This email (Appendix B) is between a colleague, Mike Pasini, 

and me. In the email, I write to Mr. Pasini that we just received the Casio QV-

8000SX: 
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(Appendix B).  

7. I received the Casio QV8000SX digital camera in its original 

packaging. Included in the packaging, along with the camera itself, was a paper copy 

of a user manual, which is still in my possession. A photocopy of this paper user 

manual is attached to this declaration as Appendix C. Photos of the Casio 

QV8000SX camera, user manual, and original packaging, which I currently have in 

my possession, are attached as Appendix D.  

8. My standard practice both in 1999 and since then has been to request 

from a company the open market, consumer version of the product for which 

Imaging Resource will perform a product review. Because Imaging Resource is a 

website dedicated to providing comprehensive product reviews to consumers of the 

products, my standard practice both in 1999 and since has been to perform the 

product review on the consumer version of the product available to consumers. 

Based upon information and belief, the Casio QV8000SX camera provided by Casio 

to me for preparing the product review was the consumer version of the product (i.e., 

the version a consumer would purchase). The photos of Appendix D include photos 

of the original packaging for the camera that I received (and which, as I stated in 

above ¶ 7, I currently have in my possession). In my opinion, the original packaging 
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appears to be packaging for a camera to be sold to a user. It is my recollection the 

Casio QV8000SX camera was available for purchase by the time I received the 

camera from Casio (by at least November 1, 1999) and by the time Imaging Resource 

posted the product review (January 26, 2000). For example, the product review 

(Appendix A at page 18) references the QV-8000 as one of the most versatile 

cameras on the market and having one of the widest zoom ranges on the market.  

9. I was not required to sign a non-disclosure agreement or otherwise 

restricted in any way from the distribution of materials relating to the Casio 

QV8000SX digital camera. Casio did not require any confidentiality from me or 

Imaging Resource as part of preparing and publishing the product review of the 

Casio QV8000SX camera. 

10. Attached as Appendix E is an email dated November 22, 1999, from 

my colleague at Imaging Resource, Stephanie Boozer, to me where Ms. Boozer 

refers to “working on the Casio and hope to complete it tonight or in the morning.” 

(Appendix E). Ms. Boozer is referring to working on the product review for the 

Casio QV8000SX. I know this, because my response to Ms. Boozer, also provided 

at Appendix E, refers to her being available to shoot test photos for the QV-8000SX: 

 

(Appendix E). Later in the day on November 22, 1999, Ms. Boozer sent me another 
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email (Appendix F) with the “Casio text” referenced from her email in Appendix E. 

As can be seen in the attachment information to the email of Appendix E, the 

filename for the attachment was “Casio QV-8000SX.rtf.” 

  

11. Attached as Appendix G is a listing of EXIF data from an image file of 

an image taken with the Casio QV8000SX. As can be seen towards the bottom of 

Appendix G, the “Image Generated” and “Image Digitized” date is December 7, 

1999. The EXIF data file is the data file generated by the QV8000SX camera 

corresponding to a particular JPG image file stored by the camera. As shown at the 

top of Appendix G, the filename for the image file is “Q8DBASF.JPG.”    

12. Attached as Appendix H is the JPG image file for Appendix G, namely 

the file “Q8DBASF.JPG.”  
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13. Attached as Appendix I is a screen capture of Imaging Resource's

stored files related to the Casio QV8000SX, as indicated by the folder info "Q8K" 

at the top of the document. Appendix I shows the filename "Q8DBASF.JPG" having 

a saved date of January 7, 2000. 

14. Attached as Appendix J is an email dated January 10, 2000, from my

colleague, Ms. Boozer, to me, attaching the QV-8000 image analysis (see subject 

line of the email and the filename of the attachment on the email). The referenced 

"image analysis" would have been a discussion of the quality of the images taken by 

the Casio QV8000SX to include with the product review. 

I declare that all statements made herein of my knowledge are true, and that 

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true, and that these 

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like 

so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section I 001 of 

Title 18 of the United States Code. 

By: -�-�.i'--1--"'-------
Dav 

Date: a le!¼ /Bo 
_ __._"--',----=�-,�;..__;;;;------
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EZ Print Link
Readers have requested free-formatted versions of our reviews (without the graphical accouterments of our page

design), to make printing easier. We are accommodating this request with special copies of each review, formatted to

allow the text flow to be dictated by the browser window. Click here for a print-optimized page. 

Manufacturer Overview
Casio was one of the very first companies to produce digital cameras for consumers, and their original QV-10 digicam

introduced digicam users to the wonders of LCD viewscreens. What a concept! It's become almost mandatory these

days, but back when the QV-10 was first introduced, the feature was a real eye-opener.

Highlights

NEWS CAMERAS LENSES PRINTERS MORE
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1.3 megapixel CCD delivering up to 1280 x 960 pixel images.

2.5 inch low glare, Hyper Amorphous TFT color LCD panel (122,100 pixels at 555 x 220).

F/3.2-3.5, 6 to 48mm, 8x zoom(!), swivel lens (equivalent to a 40 to 320mm on a 35mm camera).

2x/4x digital zoom.

Apertures of F/3.2, F/4.8 and F/8.

Shutter speed options from Bulb to 64 (!) to 1/2000 seconds.

Multi-pattern, spot and center weighted exposure metering options.

Exposure compensation from -2 to +2 EV in 0.25 EV increments.

Program AE, Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, and Full Manual exposure modes.

Contrast detect TTL autofocus with manual and infinity focus modes as well as focus lock.

Panorama mode supports full 360 degree in-camera display.

White balance with four modes.

Built-in flash with four modes (Auto, On, Off and Red-Eye Reduction).Multi-pattern, center point and spot

metering modes

Movie and still capture modes.

USB and serial connections.

Wired remote control.

DPOF (Digital Print Order Format) compatibility for image printing.

Image capture in JPEG (Exif.Ver.2.1) for still images and AVI files for movie images

Executive Overview
Casio labels the QV-8000SX as a "versatile" digital camera on its packaging, and the product certainly lives up to that

billing. It boasts a plethora of features and operating modes, including a full 8x optical zoom lens that swivels

separately from the body, flexible exposure options, including aperture and shutter-priority autoexposure calculation,

time exposures up to 64 seconds(!) and much more. Here's a quick rundown of the major camera features; see the

individual sections of the full review for more detail.

We really like the rotating lens concept (invented by Casio, introduced way back in digicam prehistory on their original

QV-10), and would like to see it adopted by more manufacturers. The fact that the lens doesn't protrude very much

from the camera body is another plus, keeping the entire camera reasonably compact and pocketable (for large

pockets, at least). Additionally, the camera is quite lightweight (due to its all plastic body), adding to its portability.

Control-wise, all the buttons and levers are laid out so that one handed operation is possible (a definite benefit in

some shooting situations).

The QV-8000SX relies solely on its LCD for viewfinder operation, making it harder to use in very bright conditions, and

also eliminating the power-saving option of using the camera with the LCD turned off. (We're big proponents of the

dual optical/LCD viewfinder approach, as seen in Casio's QV-2000UX, which we reviewed previously.) The lack of an

optical viewfinder also makes it more difficult to take advantage of the astonishing low-light capability of the QV-8000,

since the live LCD viewfinder display only requires a moderate amount of light to work. For all that, the LCD is at least

big and bright, at 2.5 inches and 122,100 pixels. An information display of camera settings and options can be

canceled and recalled by hitting the Display button, with the exception of the flash mode icon and center focus target

mark, which are always present. We were pleased with the optional grid function that superimposes a grid of light gray

lines over the LCD image, significantly assisting with image composition and alignment.

The QV-8000SX has a 6 to 48mm, 8x zoom lens (equivalent to a 40 to 320mm lens on a 35mm camera). As we

mentioned earlier, the lens actually swivels a full 270 degrees, enabling you to point the lens all the way back at

yourself (useful during self-timer shots so you can see the countdown on the LCD panel). Filter threads on the inside

lip of the lens accommodate 43mm diameter filters. Focus ranges from 1.3 feet (0.4m) to infinity at the wide angle

end and from 3.3 feet (1m) to infinity at the telephoto end. In macro mode, focus ranges from 0.4 to 19.7 inches (1 to

50 cm) with auto focus and from 3.9 inches (10cm) to infinity with manual focus. The aperture can be manually or

automatically controlled, with options of F/3.2, F/4.8 and F/8. A manually controlled 2x or 4x digital zoom option

extends the optical zoom (8x) capabilities up to 32x, but with lesser image quality as a side effect. Focus options

include Manual and Infinity modes.

The QV-8000SX is unusual in that it provides both fully automatic and optional manual exposure modes. You thus
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have full auto, aperture or shutter priority, or full manual exposure options. Programmed modes such as Night Scene,

Portrait and Landscape set up the camera for special shooting, saving time with preset options.

A built-in flash offers four operating modes: Auto, On, Off and Red-Eye Reduction. Auto puts the camera in control of

the flash; On fires the flash with every exposure; Off completely suppresses the flash and Red-Eye Reduction emits a

small pre-flash before firing the full flash to prevent the Red-Eye Effect. Normal flash power provides a working range

from 1.6 to 8.2 feet (0.5 to 2.5m) and from 0.3 to 1.6 feet (0.1 to 0.5m) in macro mode and flash intensity is

adjustable, with Strong, Normal or Weak settings.

Six white balance modes (Auto, Daylight, Shade, Tungsten, Fluorescent and Manual) are available. Automatic mode

lets the camera govern white values based on existing light. Daylight, Shade, Tungsten and Fluorescent settings adjust

white balance for various natural and artificial light values. Probably the most accurate when shooting under artificial

light, the Manual setting sets the white value based on a sheet of white paper held in front of the lens.

Other exposure options include exposure compensation (EV adjustment), adjustable from -2 to +2 EV in .25 EV

increments, resetting after each shot. Three metering options include Multi, Center and Spot settings. Multi averages

the exposure based on the entire image while Center averages the values from a large area in the center of the image.

Spot metering determines the exposure value from a small spot directly in the center of the frame.

The Quick Shutter and Continuous Recording options enable you to catch fast paced action shots. Quick Shutter

records up to five images in approximately one second intervals with one multiple presses of the shutter button while

Continuous Recording captures up to five images at approximately 0.25 second intervals while you hold the shutter

button down. Shooting intervals in both modes depend on the image size and resolution and available CompactFlash

space. To capture moving action, the movie recording mode records up to 10 second movies in 320 x 240 pixel AVI

format. An interesting option here is the Past movie mode, which records events that occurred before the shutter

button was pressed (the camera actually records images to a buffer memory and once the shutter button is pressed,

copies those images to the CompactFlash).

You can also record a 360 degree panorama image (or up to nine consecutive shots) on the QV-8000SX through the

Panorama record mode. A helpful feature is that after the first image is exposed, the right edge of the preceding

image remains on the screen to help you line up the next shot properly. Images can be linked together in the camera

(for playback only) or on the computer via the included Panorama Editor software (Windows users only).

Other recording options include the ability to record images in monochrome black and white or sepia tones, adding a

little creativity to your shots. The self-timer counts down from two or 10 seconds once the shutter button is pressed

and a separate timer function allows you to record a series of images at set intervals (from one to 60 minutes and up

to 250 shots).

For image playback, US and Japanese models of the QV-8000SX come with an NTSC video connection cable (European

models come with PAL) to connect the camera to your television set. If desired, the TV can also be used as a

viewfinder when composing images, helpful in manually focusing on macro subjects, or in studio settings where you

have to interact with the subject from in front of the camera. (Kid photography, etc.) Playback mode allows you to

view images individually or as thumbnails, nine to a screen. You can also play back movies and panoramic images in

the camera. A playback zoom feature lets you enlarge images and scroll around within the enlarged view.

Four AA alkaline, lithium or NiMH batteries keep the QV-8000SX running (you can also take advantage of the included

AC adapter). Since the lack of the optical viewfinder reduces battery conservation options, we highly recommend

keeping a spare set of batteries with you.

USB, serial and Mac adapter cables come with the QV-8000SX, as well as a software CD with PhotoLoader, Panorama

Editor, Picture Works MediaCenter, QuickTime, Adobe ActiveShare, Adobe Acrobat Reader, Internet Explorer 5.0 and a

trial version of Picture Works Web Publisher. For some reason, Casio only includes software compatible with Windows

95, 98 and NT 4.0, so Mac users must fend for themselves, or order the $10 accessory PhotoLoader program for Macs.

When inserted into your computer, the CD displays a detailed menu with options to install the various software

applications, read about the applications, register your camera online, go directly to the Casio website, open the

accessory listing or fill out an accessory order form. Most of the software included offers relatively basic image

correction and manipulation capabilities, but the trial version of Picture Works Web Publisher creates customized web

pages that incorporate your QV-8000SX images. Additionally, Adobe Active Share allows you to post images to the

ActiveShare.com website for easy viewing by family and friends

In the end, the QV-8000SX offers capabilities that both the novice and the expert photo consumer will appreciate.
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From the full manual capabilities to complete automatic control, the camera accommodates a variety of users. Plus, its

compact shape and light weight make it a portable option for those of you on the go. We confess to some skepticism

when we saw the "ultra versatile" billing on the QV-8000's box, but have to admit it's one of the most flexible digicams

we've seen to date. (January, 2000).

Design
At first glance, the QV-8000SX doesn't look too different from some of the digital camcorders out on the market. We

personally like swivel-lens designs, as they give the consumer more shooting flexibility in both still and movie modes.

The QV-8000SX's lens actually turns a full 270 degrees, meaning you can point the lens back at yourself! The lens is

protected by a lens cap that avoids being a nuisance through its ability to clip onto the wrist/shoulder strap. (A nice

little design touch, other manufacturers take note!) As for its other design features, the QV-8000SX gives you a nice

hand grip, via the battery compartment, and an overall sleek design. The all plastic body makes the camera

surprisingly light weight for its size, at only 11.6 ounces (330g) without the batteries. It's also fairly compact at 5.6 x

3.1 x 2.8 inches (142.5 x 77.5 x 71mm), excluding any protrusions.

The front of the camera offers a minimalist design aesthetic, with smooth contours and few controls or features. The

only control on the front is the slightly awkward optical zoom lever, which we've become accustomed to controlling on

other digicams with our thumb on a back panel control.

The back panel of the camera features the LCD monitor, various function controls and the Record/Play mode switch.

Here too, the design is very minimal with clean lines and shapes.
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Both sides of the camera are feature free, with the exception of the wrist/shoulder strap attachment on the side

opposite the lens.

The top of the camera carries the shutter button, power switch, mode dial, menu and various other buttons. The I/O

and AC adapter jacks are covered by a plastic flap that snaps closed.

Finally, the bottom of the camera holds the plastic tripod mount, locking battery compartment and CompactFlash slot.

One note here is that the placement of the battery and CompactFlash compartments makes it impossible to change

out either one while mounted to a tripod (a design issue we notice when doing studio work).

Viewfinder
The QV-8000SX has done away with the optical viewfinder, utilizing the LCD monitor as its sole viewfinder. In some

respects, this makes sense since the LCD viewfinder provides a TTL (through the lens) view, and is therefore more

true to the captured image. Alternatively, when it comes to power conservation, optical viewfinders really help squeeze
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the most out of the batteries. Just keep this in mind and have some spare batteries

handy. Optical viewfinders are also very handy in both very bright and very dim light,

where the image on the LCD can be difficult or impossible to see. The 2.5 inch, low

glare, color Hyper Amorphous TFT LCD monitor displays images at 122,100 pixels

(555 x 220). An information display can be canceled or recalled by hitting the Display

button, with the exception of the flash mode icon and center focus target mark,

which are always present. There's also a very handy grid function that can be turned

on or off, helping you line up shots. (We really like this optional grid of light gray

horizontal and vertical lines, as we've very often ended up with digicam images that were slightly rotated, when we

thought everything was nice and level. You can always rotate the photo after the fact in an image editor, but it's

preferable by far to avoid the problem in the first place.)

Optics
A 6 to 48mm, 8x zoom lens comes on the QV-8000SX (equivalent to a 40 to 320mm lens on

a 35mm camera). This is a much longer zoom ratio than is typical of digicams (most have

only a 3x zoom), and we really liked the extra flexibility it affords. It's interesting to note the

impact of a longer zoom on the effective camera resolution. Consider the situation where you

want to capture a distant object, and want to fill the frame with it. If a 3x zoom will do that,

then a 2 megapixel camera clearly wins the resolution war, with 1600 pixels horizontally.

Suppose though, that the subject is twice as far away: The 3x zoom on a 2 megapixel

camera ends up only delivering 800 pixels worth of resolution on the subject itself (assuming

that it now only fills half the frame). Compare this to the QV-8000, which could zoom out to

6x, and fill the frame with the subject, devoting the full 1280 pixels to it. In this case at least, the QV-8000 actually

delivers more useful resolution than the 2 megapixel model. Then consider that the QV-8000 goes all the way out to

8x! For distant subjects (wildlife?), the QV-8000 is actually a better choice than a 2 megapixel camera with only a 3x

zoom (or even a 5x zoom).

We really liked swiveling lens on the QV-8000, which rotates a full 270 degrees, letting you point the lens all the way

back at yourself, straight down or anywhere in between. Filter threads on the inside lip of the lens allow you to attach

43mm diameter filters or accessory lenses. Focus ranges from 1.3 feet (0.4m) to infinity at the wide angle end and

from 3.3 feet (1m) to infinity at the telephoto end. In macro mode, focus ranges from 0.4 to 19.7 inches (1 to 50 cm)

in auto focus and from 3.9 inches (10cm) to infinity in manual focus mode. Aperture can be manually or automatically

controlled, with options of F/3.2, F/4.8 and F/8.

The 1cm minimum focusing distance in Macro mode can produce some really amazing close-

ups. The zoom lens seems to have a much more limited range of focal lengths in macro mode

(we'd guess it's only about a 1.2x zoom at that setting), but the detail the camera can

capture is incredible: The minimum capture area is an amazing 0.71 x 0.95 inches (18 x 24

mm). The only limitation we found with this incredible macro capability is that the width of

the lens itself can make it difficult to get adequate light into the subject: You may find it helpful to make a conical

"light tent" out of a piece of white paper or diffusion material, as shown at right. With this sort of arrangement, you

can shine lights onto the diffusion material from multiple angles, and obtain very even illumination, despite the

extremely short working distance. You do pay one price for the extraordinary macro capability: At the shortest

focusing distances, the lens appears to suffer from considerable "curvature of field", which means that the corners of

the image will be out of focus when the center is sharp. This effect is most noticeable at the 1cm focusing distance,

decreasing as you move out to greater distances.

A 2x / 4x digital zoom option extends the 8x optical zoom capabilities up to 32x, but the image quality always suffers

as a result of digital enlargement. Digital zoom automatically saves images at the 640 x 480 pixel size. The QV-

8000SX offers manual focus and Infinity modes, both accessed by a control button beneath the LCD monitor. Manual

focus is adjusted by the plus and minus buttons on top of the camera, after pressing the MF button under the

viewfinder. After a few seconds though, the +/- buttons return to their normal exposure-compensation function. No

focus feedback is provided other than the view in the LCD: For fine focusing, we'd like the option of having feedback
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from the camera, or at least being able to see a magnified view in the LCD. Infinity mode sets the focus at infinity for

quick shooting of far away subjects.

Exposure
Exposure control on the QV-8000SX can be fully automatic, or you can take advantage of several programmed modes.

Aperture and Shutter Speed Priority modes allow you to control either the aperture and the shutter speed individually

or both at the same time (full manual). In the menu system, both aperture and shutter speed have entries with

options of "Auto", or several manual settings. Picking a manual setting for aperture, but leaving the shutter option set

to auto results in "aperture priority" metering. The opposite set of choices produces "shutter priority" metering.

Manually selecting values for both settings gives you full manual exposure control, a very rare commodity in the

digicam marketplace. Additionally, program modes such as Night Scene, Portrait and Landscape save time when

shooting in special situations. While in full automatic mode, you have the ability to change white balance, exposure

compensation (EV) and the flash. You also have control over image sharpness, color saturation and image contrast

through the Record Details menu. Here's a more detailed description of the QV-8000SX's exposure options:

Flash

The built-in flash on the QV-8000SX resides directly on top of the lens, so that when the lens spins around, so does

the flash. This is convenient, and almost mandatory for a rotating-lens design like the QV-8000, but the close

proximity of the flash tube to the lens makes it much more difficult to eliminate the red-eye effect in shots of people.

Four flash modes are available: Auto, On, Off and Red-Eye Reduction. Auto mode puts the camera in charge of judging

light levels and whether or not to fire the flash. The On setting fires the flash with every exposure and the Off setting

prevents it from firing at all. Red-Eye Reduction mode emits a small pre-flash before firing the full flash to help

prevent the occurrence of the Red-Eye Effect. Working range for the flash runs from 1.6 to 8.2 feet (0.5 to 2.5m) in

normal, wide angle mode and from 0.3 to 1.6 feet (0.1 to 0.5m) in macro mode. An icon on the LCD monitor clues you

in to the selected flash mode, which is changed by pressing the Flash button until the desired icon appears (Auto mode

has no icon). Flash intensity can be changed via the Record Details menu, with options of Strong, Normal and Weak.

We'd loved to have seen an option for external flash on the QV-8000, given the extraordinary flexibility it offers

otherwise. The good news here though, is that its flash is a "single pop" design, producing only a single flash in normal

operating mode. This makes it easy to use with conventional optical strobe triggers for use with external flash units.

(Many digicams produce a double flash in normal exposure mode, the first "pop" being used for white balance and

metering, and the second making the actual exposure. These cameras require special "smart" triggers to sync properly

with external strobes.)

White Balance

Six white balance modes are available on the QV-8000SX: Auto, Daylight, Shade, Tungsten, Fluorescent and Manual.

In Automatic mode, the camera assesses light type and levels and assigns the appropriate white values. Daylight,

Shade, Tungsten and Fluorescent settings all do as they sound by adjusting white balance for varying natural and

artificial light sources. Manual white balance allows you to set the white value based on a sheet of white paper held in

front of the lens (usually the most accurate in special lighting situations). A little-known benefit of manual white

balance options like this is that you can use them to deliberately introduce color casts into your images, by using off-

white objects as your reference targets: Experiment with this a bit, and see what happens!

Exposure Compensation (EV adjustment)

To adjust for lighter or darker exposures, exposure compensation (EV adjustment) is adjustable from -2 to +2 in .25

EV increments. The setting is only good for one exposure, as the EV value automatically reverts to zero once the

shutter button is pressed.

Metering

The QV-8000SX allows you to change exposure metering options via the Record Details menu with options of Multi,

Center and Spot. The Multi setting takes readings from the entire image and then bases the exposure on the average

of those values. Center weighted metering averages the values from a large area in the center of the image. Spot

metering takes the exposure value from a reading at the direct center of the image. Unlike the EV adjustment setting,

the metering setting can not only persist from shot to shot, but from one shooting session to the next, even if the
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camera is powered down in the interim. You can select whether or not the camera remembers the metering preference

via a setting on the "Mode 2" options menu.

Quick Shutter

The Quick Shutter function allows you to record up to five images at approximately one second intervals (depending

on image information and memory card space) with one press of the shutter button. The mode can be used in

Automatic, Night Scene, Landscape or Portrait recording modes. As you shoot, the camera continuously processes the

images you've already captured in the background, saving them to the memory card. When you pause, the camera

"catches up" with you, and when you shoot rapidly, you get ahead of it. The camera displays the current status of the

memory buffer (temporary image storage) as you shoot and it processes, via a set five small circles in the LCD

viewfinder. Filled-in circles indicate full memory spaces, empty ones indicate space available. We found both the Quick

Shutter mode and this memory-usage feedback very useful in our shooting: It's nice to know what's going on inside

the camera, and it helps you plan your shots a bit.

Continuous Recording

The Continuous Recording option allows you to record up to five images at approximately 0.25 second intervals with

one press of the shutter button (depending on the image information and CompactFlash space). Like Quick Shutter,

Continuous Recording is available in Automatic, Night Scene, Landscape and Portrait recording modes. Flash is

unavailable in this mode and focus and exposure settings are locked with the first image.

Movie Recording

The QV-8000SX allows you to record movies approximately 10 seconds long in 320 x 240 pixel AVI format. The Past

Movie mode allows you to capture events that occurred before the shutter button was pressed, meaning that the

camera actually continuously records images into a buffer and once the shutter button is pressed, records the

information to the CompactFlash memory card. Normal Movie mode simply starts recording at the press of the shutter

button and stops when the button is let go. (The Past Movie mode is really mind-boggling for people who haven't seen

anything like it before. "How does the camera know when you're going to press the trigger?" is a common question. -

Great fun for parties!)

Panorama Recording

You can record a 360 degree panorama image on the QV-8000SX through the Panorama record mode. A total of nine

consecutive images can be recorded in the panoramic series. After the first image in the series is shot, the right edge

of the preceding image remains on the screen to help you line up the next shot. You can actually record more images

in a series by recording the first nine, uploading them to a computer and then recording more. The images can then

be linked in Windows based computers via the included Panorama Editor software. What's really slick though, is that

you can actually preview the panoramas you've shot while the images are still in the camera! When the camera is in

panorama mode, there's a playback option by which the camera performs a crude stitching operation all by itself, and

then displays the resulting panoramic image on the LCD for you to scroll around in at will. Very slick!

Night Scene Mode

The Night Scene mode records subjects with dark backgrounds. The slowest shutter speed available in this mode is

one second, but a slower one can be set in Shutter Speed Priority mode (up to 64 seconds). We confess to not being

sure exactly what the Night Scene mode is actually doing, since it doesn't appear to increase CCD sensitivity at all. It

does however, bias the camera toward slower shutter speeds, even when the flash is used. This equates to a "slow

synchro" mode, which allows more ambient light into pictures taken with flash. (This is useful for brightening

backgrounds and avoiding the stark silhouettes that on-camera flashes can produce.)

Landscape Mode

Per the description in the QV-8000's manual, landscape mode sets the focus and aperture so that everything from

background to foreground is in focus simultaneously. A more photographic description would be that it biases the

camera's exposure system to use smaller lens apertures, producing greater depth of field. (This would also be useful

for macro shooting, something you'd never guess from the mode's name and description in the manual.)

Monochrome and Sepia Recording

Monochrome and sepia expand your creative options by letting you record images in black and white or sepia tones.

Once recorded in monochrome, images cannot be converted back to color.

Portrait Recording

Portrait mode adjusts the focus and aperture so that the subject is in focus and the background is slightly blurred.
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(Just the opposite of "Landscape Mode" above: It biases the camera to use wider apertures, producing shallower depth

of field.)

Self-Timer

The self-timer on the QV-8000SX gives you a two or 10 second countdown before firing the shutter once the shutter

button is pressed. You can swivel the lens around during self-timer recording to see the countdown on the LCD

monitor. - Very helpful to keep everybody clued in as to when the shutter is actually going to release.

Timer

The Timer function allows you to record a series of images at set intervals (from one to 60 minutes) with

approximately 250 maximum shots available depending on the amount of CompactFlash space. (Very neat feature, for

time-lapse photography!)

Shutter Speed Priority

Shutter Speed Priority mode allows you to control the shutter speed from 64 to 1/2000 seconds. The Bulb setting

keeps the shutter open for as long as the shutter button is held down (up to 64 seconds). The included wired remote

control works best with the Bulb setting, preventing any slight camera movement due to pressing the shutter button.

Casio also notes that with slower shutter speeds, the chance of image static or noise increases.

This would be a good point to talk about the QV-8000's absolutely amazing low-light capability: When we first saw the

specs for the camera, we almost laughed - Who were they trying to kid? 64 seconds? 64 seconds?! All you'd see would

be colored snow! When we actually shot some very long time exposures with the camera though, we were totally

humbled: It really *can* take long exposures like that! We didn't actually take a 64 second shot, but we did go all the

way out to 48 seconds in our studio tests, and the results absolutely blew us away! The images were cleaner than

those from most other cameras when trying for a 4 second exposure, let alone a 48 second one! We could see some of

what Casio's doing, in that they evidently capture a "black-reference" image immediately after the time-exposure shot

itself, and using it to subtract-out the noise. (You'll notice that time exposures actually take about twice as long to

complete as the shutter speed selected would indicate. The extra time is that required for the black-reference image to

be captured.) Still, even allowing for this trick, Casio must have come up with something genuinely new: Other

manufacturers have used the black-reference approach before, but nobody has gotten the noise down to the level that

Casio has achieved here. Whatever they're doing also bodes well for future, higher-resolution cameras, because image

noise becomes an increasing problem as pixel counts scale higher and the individual pixel sensors become smaller on

the CCD.

Overall, the QV-8000 completely captures the low-light picture-taking crown, at least as of this writing in January,

2000. Nothing else we've seen to date even comes close to it: If you're looking for a digicam to experiment with long

time exposures, the QV-8000 is it. Don't even bother looking at anything else!

One fly in the ointment: The QV-8000 does have one major shortcoming for low-light photography though. As we

noted earlier, the LCD viewfinder is completely non-functional under even moderately dim conditions. Some kind of

optical viewfinder absolutely should have been included on the unit, and its lack makes low-light work rather difficult.

(Plan on jerry-rigging some sort of gunsight-type framing guide atop the lens housing for any serious low-light work.)

Aperture Priority

An alternative to Shutter Speed Priority, Aperture Priority allows you to set the lens aperture at F/3.2, F/4.8 or F/8.

Full-Manual Mode

Not actually a separate camera mode, but worth mentioning because the capability is so sought-after, and so

surprisingly rare in current digicams. On the QV-8000, you can set the shutter speed and aperture completely

independent of each other, and aren't required (as on some cameras) to have one under the camera's control if you're

manipulating the other. Very nice!

Shutter Lag / Cycle Times
When you press the shutter release on a camera, there's usually a lag time before the shutter actually fires. This time

allows the autofocus and autoexposure mechanisms to do their work and can amount to a fairly long delay in some

situations. Since this number is almost never reported on, and can significantly affect the picture taking experience,

we now routinely measure it using a special electronic test setup that's accurate to 0.01 seconds.

The QV-8000 is actually fairly quick, as digicams go: A full autofocus cycle results in a shutter lag of only about 0.85

seconds: Not blazingly fast, but certainly not bad by comparison with competing cameras. If the lens is prefocused by

half-pressing the shutter button prior to the shot itself, the shutter delay drops to only 0.15 seconds, a very good
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number indeed. Using manual focus, the shutter delay is 0.20 seconds.

Shot-to-shot cycle times are also quite good, particularly when using the Quick Shutter mode. We clocked the camera

at 1.6 seconds shot-to-shot using manual focus in high resolution mode and 1.53 seconds shot-to-shot in low

resolution mode. Autofocus would presumably add about 0.6 seconds to these times. We never managed to fill the

memory buffer in low-resolution mode, as it emptied quicker than we could take the next shot. In high resolution

mode, we managed 10 shots before the buffer filled, and even then, cycle time only rose to 3 seconds. In continuous

mode, the camera captured five frames in 1.09 seconds, a frame rate of 3.67 frames per second, reasonably close to

the 4 frames per second claimed by Casio.

The camera also starts up in only 4.24 seconds (from "off" to the first shot acquired), switches from record to play

mode in anywhere from 1 to 3.5 seconds (depending on the resolution mode and how much processing it needs to do

on the current image), and switches back from play to record mode in 1.4-2.0 seconds (from playback to the first

image captured).

Overall, we found the QV-8000 surprisingly quick compared to the current crop of cameras (January 2000),

particularly competing 1.3 megapixel models.

User Interface
The QV-8000SX offers uncomplicated menu navigation through a series of 3D graphic menus typical of Casio's

standard user interface. It shares the visually attractive interface design we reported on earlier in our coverage of the

QV-2000UX. The placement of function controls allows for one handed operation if necessary, but two hands is always

easier. Here's a look at the individual controls:

Shutter Button

Located on top of the camera, in the center of the circular power toggle switch. In all record modes, the shutter button

sets focus and exposure when half pressed and fires the shutter when fully pressed. When navigating through menus,

the shutter button acts as the OK button to accept menu selections.

Power Switch

Located on top of the camera, this circular switch toggles back and forth to turn the camera on and off.

Zoom Control

Located on the front of the camera, about where your right index finger would wrap around the grip, this slide control

operates the zoom lens. If the digital telephoto control option is set to "auto", pressing the zoom control toward "T"

again after the lens has reached its maximum telephoto setting engages the digital zoom function. Pressing it again

increases the digital zoom from 2x to 4x.

Menu Button

Located on top of the camera, this button accesses the menu system for whatever camera mode is currently selected.

It also acts as the cancel button when navigating through the menus.

+/- Buttons
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Located on top of the camera, these buttons are marked with a + and - sign.

In both Record and Playback modes, they navigate through menu selections.

In Record mode, they control exposure compensation (EV) and manual focus settings.

In Playback mode, they scroll through captured images on the CompactFlash card.

Mode Dial

Located on top of the camera, this notched dial selects between the following modes:

Timer: puts the camera in Timer mode for recording a series of images at selected time intervals.

Panorama Mode: sets up the camera for recording panoramic images.

Movie Mode: records up to 10 second movies as 320 x 240 AVI files.

Normal Mode: puts the camera in standard, automatic capture mode.

Night Scene Mode: sets up the camera for recording subjects in dark areas and backgrounds.

Portrait Mode: adjusts focus and aperture for portraits-where the subject is in focus and the background is

slightly blurred.

Landscape Mode: adjusts focus and aperture so that foreground and background are both in focus.

Rec/Play Switch

Located beneath the Mode Dial, on the back panel of the camera, this switch selects between Record and Playback, for

each of the major camera operating modes listed above.

Display Button

Located at the bottom right of the LCD monitor, this button cancels and recalls the information display on the monitor.

In the Record menu, this button switches between the normal and Details menu systems.

Self-Timer Button

Marked with the standard "clock" icon, and located beneath the LCD monitor, to the left of the Display button, this

button cycles between two second self-timer, 10 second self-timer and self-timer off modes.
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Manual Focus / Infinity / Macro Button

Located beneath the LCD monitor, to the left of the Display button, this button cycles between Manual Focus, Infinity

and Macro modes.

Flash / Folder Button

Located at the bottom left of the LCD monitor, marked with the traditional flash symbol and a black folder icon.

In Record mode, this button selects the desired flash mode from Auto, On, Off and Red-Eye Reduction.

In Playback mode, this button allows you to select a different folder on the memory card for playback.

Wired Remote

The QV-8000SX is unusual in that it includes a wired remote control unit in the box with the

camera. Few cameras include remotes, but we find them very handy for studio or macro

work, where you don't want to disturb the camera (presumably mounted on a tripod) by

pressing the button. A remote can also give you more freedom to work with the subject from

in front of the camera, without having to run back and forth. The cable on the QV-8000's

remote is only a few feet long, but still very useful for situations where you don't want to

jostle the camera/tripod setup. The QV-8000's remote is also unusual in the degree of control

it gives you over the camera: Most remotes only provide a subset of on-camera functions,

but the QV-8000's remote lets you control every aspect of the camera's operation,

duplicating all the on-camera controls (except the record/play toggle).

Camera Modes and Menus
Timer Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the black timer symbol, this mode allows you to capture a series of up to 250

images at anywhere from one to 60 minute intervals. (Note that you almost certainly will want to run the camera from

the AC adapter when shooting long time-lapse sequences.) Putting the camera in this mode automatically calls up the

Timer Setting menu with these options:

Shots: choose from one to 250 shots.

Interval: choose from one to 60 minutes.

Start Time: sets the start time for recording. (You can delay the start of the sequence up to 24 hours, using the

camera's 24-hour clock.)

Panorama Mode

Sets up the camera to record up to nine images in secession to compose a panoramic image. Pressing the Menu

button in this mode calls up a series of menus. These menus are identical to those used in the other recording modes,

so we'll cover them here, and then just once, here. The QV-8000SX has two sets of menus: The default set, providing

a somewhat simpler interface, but more limited functions, and the "Details" version, which gives access to the

camera's more advanced features. In this section, we'll show the default menu first, followed by some of the sub-

menus from the Details mode.

Record Menu

Quality/Size: selects between Fine, Normal and Economy qualities and between 1280 x 960 or 640 x 480

image sizes.

Movie Mode: selects between Normal and Past movie recording modes.
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Color: selects between Color, Black and White and Sepia recording modes.

Digital Zoom: sets the digital zoom to Off, Auto, 2x or 4x.

Time Stamp: sets the format of the time stamp that can be applied to your images,

and turns it on or off.

Setup: sets the following camera options:

Card Browser: sets the card browser file type. (A very interesting feature: See our

comments in the "Image Storage and Interface" section below.)

Format: formats the CompactFlash card.

Date: sets the camera date and time.

Video Out: sets the video output signal to NTSC or PAL.

Language: sets the camera language to either English or Japanese.

Beep: turns the camera beep on and off.

Hitting the Display button while in the Record menu pulls up the Details menu with these sub-menus:

Picture Menu

Quality: sets the image quality to Fine, Normal or Economy.

Size: sets image size to 1280 x 960 or 640 x 480.

Sharpness: sets image sharpness to Hard, Normal or Soft.

Saturation: sets color intensity to High, Normal or Low.

Contrast: sets image contrast to High, Normal or Low.

Functions 1 menu

Aperture: sets the aperture to F/3.2, F/4.8 or F/8.

Shutter Speed: sets the shutter speed to Auto or Manual (with options of Bulb and

timed exposures from 64 to 1/2000 seconds).

Shutter Mode: selects between Single, Quick and Continuous shooting modes.

Metering: selects between Multi, Center and Spot metering options.

White Balance: selects between Auto, Daylight, Shade, Tungsten, Fluorescent and Manual white balance

settings.

Flash Intensity: sets the flash intensity to Strong, Normal or Weak.

Functions 2 Menu

Movie Mode: selects between Normal and Past movie recording modes.

Digital Zoom: turns the digital zoom on or off and sets it to Auto, 2x and 4x.

Color: selects between Color, Black and White and Sepia recording modes.

Grid: turns an on-screen alignment grid on and off. (Very handy for aligning shots!)

Time Stamp: turns the time stamp function on and off and sets the format.

Options Menu

Power Save: sets power save options for conserving battery power: Sleep (Off, 30

seconds, one minute or two minutes) and Auto Power Off (Off, two, five or 10

minutes).

Mode 1: specifies which of the following settings are retained when the camera is

powered off: Focus, Flash and Digital Zoom.

Mode 2: specifies which of the following settings are retained when the camera is powered off: Metering, White

Balance, Flash Intensity, Aperture and Shutter Speed.
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Setup Menu

Card Browser: sets the card browser file type.

Format: formats the CompactFlash card.

Date: sets the camera date and time.

Video Out: sets the video output signal at NTSC or PAL.

Language: sets the camera language at either English or Japanese.

Beep: turns the camera beep on and off.

Movie Record Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the black movie camera icon, this mode allows you to record up to 10 second

movies (depending on available CompactFlash memory space). Pressing the Menu button in this mode pulls up the

same Record and Details menu as in Panorama mode.

Normal Record Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the green rectangular symbol, this option selects the QV-8000's default

operating mode. Pressing the Menu button pulls up the same Record and Details menus, which means you can control

aperture or shutter speed if desired, although the default is a fully-automatic (commonly called "program") mode, in

which the camera controls all exposure parameters..

Night Scene Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the black moon and star symbol, this mode sets up the camera for recording

images of subjects with dark backgrounds, as we described earlier in the "Exposure" section. Pressing the Menu button

in this mode pulls up the same Record and Details menus.

Portrait Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the black portrait symbol, this mode sets the aperture and focus so that the

subject is in focus and the background is slightly blurred. (A bias toward wider lens apertures.) Pressing the Menu

button in this mode pulls up the same Record and Details menus as in the other modes.

Landscape Mode

Accessed by turning the mode dial to the black landscape symbol, this mode sets aperture and focus so that both the

foreground and background are in focus simultaneously. (A bias toward smaller lens apertures.) Pressing the Menu

button pulls up the same Record and Details menus.

Playback Mode

Accessed by switching the Rec/Play switch to the Play position in any camera operating mode, this sub-mode allows

you to view captured images and movies in any camera recording mode. Pressing the Menu button in this mode pulls

up the Playback menu with the following sub-menus:

View Menu

Zoom: enlarges the image on the LCD monitor screen. You can scroll around the

enlarged view by pressing the +/-, flash, or MF buttons.

9 Multi: displays nine thumbnail images on the screen at one time. This is handy for

rapidly stepping through all the pictures on the memory card.

Slide Show: automatically scrolls through captured images, one at a time.

Tools Menu

Protect: protects images against deletion (single image, folder or all). (Note that

"protected" images will still be deleted if the memory card is reformatted.)

DPOF: specifies images for printing (single image, folder or all).

Screen Saver: turns the camera's screen saver function on or off.
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Delete Menu

Select: deletes a single image.

Folder: deletes an entire folder.

All: deletes all images on the CompactFlash card.

Setup Menu

Card Browser: selects the card browser file type.

Format: formats the CompactFlash card.

Date: sets the date and time as well as sets the display format for the date and

time.

Video Out: selects between NTSC and PAL video output signals.

Language: selects between English and Japanese camera languages.

Beep: turns the camera beep on and off.

Pressing the Display button with the Playback menu up pulls up the basic playback menu, offering all of the above

options except for the Protect and Screen Saver settings.

Image Storage and Interface
The QV-8000SX utilizes CompactFlash (Type I) as its image storage medium. An 8MB card

comes with the camera, with upgrades available to 15MB, 30MB, 48MB and 64MB. (Third

parties currently (January 2000) offer Type I CF cards in capacities as large as 128MB.) An

interesting feature is that the QV-8000SX creates an HTML file with four card browser options

available (compatible with Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.01 or later and Netscape

Communicator 4.5 or later). QuickTime 3 or later is required to play back movie images on

your computer. The four different card browser formats let you choose how much information

is recorded with each image (a very detailed chart in the manual explains the settings). We found the HTML image

indexes very handy for viewing pictures shot with the camera, and for seeing the exposure settings they were shot

with. The four "card browser" options provide a range of display options designed to offer as much functionality as

possible with a variety of different web browsers. (The more sophisticated options even include JavaScript code for a

web browser-based slide-show function!)

The QV-8000SX organizes images into storage folders, assigned numbers from 100 to 998. Within each folder, images

are numbered from 0001 to 9900 and each folder contains up to 100 files. An extremely detailed directory tree in the

manual shows exactly how information is encoded onto the CompactFlash card by the camera.

You can protect individual images on the CompactFlash card through the Playback menu in Playback mode, preventing

accidental deletion of images. (Although, as noted earlier, it's important to remember that "protected" images will still

be erased when you reformat the memory card.) If you want to erase images, the Delete menu in Playback mode

gives you the option of deleting individual images, a folder or all images that aren't protected.

Below are the approximate numbers of still images that will fit on an 8MB card and their compression ratios:

Still Images:
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Video Out
US and Japanese models of the QV-8000SX come with an NTSC video connection cable

(European models come with PAL) for connecting the camera to a television set. (Provided

the set has a separate "raw video" input.) This connection enables the TV to act as the LCD

monitor when composing and playing back images. As we noted earlier, this can be helpful in

manually focusing on macro subjects, or in studio settings where you have to interact with

the subject from in front of the camera. (Kid photography, etc.) TV playback can also be handy when using the camera

as a presentation device.

Power
The QV-8000SX runs on four AA alkaline, lithium, NiCd or NiMH batteries. An AC adapter

comes with the camera, useful for conserving batteries when playing back images,

connecting to the computer or television, or capturing long time-lapse sequences. Casio

estimates that a standard set of AA alkaline batteries allows you to record up to 400 shots

(1020 for lithium and 620 for NiMH) and they recommend keeping the flash turned off when

not in use and taking advantage of the power save settings in the setup menus to help conserve battery power. We

feel per-shot ratings of this sort are of relatively little value in deciding how long you'll actually be able to use a

camera, particularly with ones like the QV-8000 that rely on their LCD screen as a viewfinder. (How many times do you

simply run off 500 shots as fast as you can trip the shutter?) A more useful rating would be how long the camera will

operate in various modes with typical NiMH rechargeable batteries. The QV-8000 has fairly low power consumption for

a camera with such a large LCD display, but by the same token consumes more power than cameras offering optical

viewfinders. Overall, the QV-8000 seems to do a good job of regulating its power consumption (turning off the LCD

screen when it's charging the flash, for instance) to maximize battery life. The 510 mA power consumption in capture

mode leads us to estimate a typical battery life of about 2 hours with 1200-1300 mAh NiMH cells. (This is a bit less

than the batteries' capacity rating would suggest, because the batteries are rated at a relatively low power drain, and

total capacity decreases as the load increases.) We actually tested the power consumption of the QV-8000 with a

couple of sets of batteries, with wildly varying results: A set of 1200mAh cells lasted just less than an hour, while a

new set of 1600 mAh units (recently released by Kodak) powered the camera in capture mode continuously for two

hours and 35 minutes!

The table below shows the power consumption figures we measured in various operating modes, via the external

power connector.

Included Software
The QV-8000SX comes with a USB, serial and Macintosh adapter cable for connecting and downloading images to a

computer. A CD packaged with the camera comes with Casio's PhotoLoader, Panorama Editor, Picture Works

Technology's MediaCenter with a trial version of their Web Publisher add-on for it, Apple's QuickTime for Windows,

Adobe ActiveShare, Adobe Acrobat Reader, Internet Explorer 5.0 as its main software applications (a USB driver and
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various other odds and ends also come on the CD for assistance in installation). Unfortunately for Mac users, the

included software is only compatible with Windows 95, 98 and NT 4.0. The included cables support the Mac platform,

but Mac users will need to order a copy of PhotoLoader for the Mac for $9.99 extra.

Immediately when you insert the software CD, a menu comes up with options to install the various software

applications, find out about the software, register your camera online, go directly to the Casio website, open the

accessory catalog or fill out an accessory order form. The PhotoLoader software is responsible for downloading images

and movies from the camera onto your computer. Once the images have been moved, Picture Works Media Center

allows you to organize, enhance or prepare images for the Internet. The trial version of Picture Works Web Publisher

allows you to create customized web pages in 30 seconds or less (up to 15 pages in the trial version). Adobe Active

Share lets you perform minor image correction and connects you with ActiveShare.com for instant image sharing with

family and friends. Quicktime 3 is the medium for movie playback and works with the included copy of Internet

Explorer. And finally, Panorama Editor lets you connect your recorded panoramic shots and play back 360 degree

images. Overall, a very complete software package, albeit one limited to Windows users.

Test Results
In keeping with our standard policy, our comments here are rather condensed, summarizing our key findings: For a

full commentary on each of the test images, see the QV-8000's "pictures" page.

As with all Imaging Resource camera tests, we encourage you to let your own eyes be the judge of how well the

devices performed: Explore the images on the pictures page, to see how well the QV-8000SX performed, and how its

images compare to other cameras you may be considering buying.

Well, Casio calls the QV-8000SX a "Feature Rich" digicam, and it certainly lived up to that billing - It packs more

features, options, and capabilities than any other 1.3 megapixel digicam we've tested to date! (January, 2000)

In our testing, the QV-8000SX produced excellent pictures overall. Its color and tonal rendition were excellent, our

only (slight) criticism being that its resolution was only average for a 1.3 megapixel camera, testing-out at 600 lines

per picture height in both horizontal and vertical directions. As noted, color was very good, with clean primaries, good

handling of pastels and decent saturation. The camera handled the always-difficult red/magenta separation of our

Davebox target very well, as well as the tricky blues in our outdoor portrait test. The only minor shortcoming we found

in its color-handling was a slight weakness with the subtractive primaries. (cyan, magenta, and yellow.)

The QV-8000's lens is quite good, particularly considering it's exceptional 8:1 zoom ratio. (Longer-ratio lenses are

much trickier to design optically than shorter-ratio ones.) As could be expected from such a long-ratio lens, geometric

distortion is a bit higher than some cameras, at 0.9% barrel distortion in the wide-angle position, transitioning to

0.6% pincushion at the telephoto end. (While this is more than we like to see, we have to point out that some 3x

zoom cameras show this much distortion.) Chromatic aberration was particularly low, showing none at all at short

focal lengths, and only the barest hint at telephoto.

There were two features we'd really have liked to see on the QV-8000: An external flash connector, and some sort of

optical viewfinder. The LCD viewfinder is pretty accurate though, showing between 89 and 92% of the final image

area, as the lens moves from wide angle to tele.

The reason we'd so like to have seen an optical viewfinder on the QV-8000 is so we could take better advantage of its

*absolutely amazing* low-light capability.(!) The QV-8000SX walked away with the low-light crown in our tests,

producing usable images at lower light levels than any camera we've tested to date (January, 2000). Our fancy

exposure meter only reads down to about 1/16 of a foot-candle, and the QV-8000 produced a surprisingly good image

even at that light level. (That's REALLY dark, to the point we have a hard time seeing our way around the studio!)

The QV-8000SX also offers excellent macro capability, focusing down to an incredible 1 centimeter(!) from the front of

the lens. This close approach and the large diameter of the lens make it tricky getting light into the subject, but the

minimum capture area is a very tiny 0.71 x 0.95 inches (24.2 x 18.1 mm).At this microscopic level, there's a fair bit of

barrel distortion evident, and a goodly amount of curvature of field as well, but if you need to get really close for a

reasonable price, the QV-8000SX can do the job!

Overall, the QV-8000SX turned in a very good performance. It's incredible feature list is what makes it a real standout

though.

Conclusion
We were frankly surprised by the tremendous functionality offered by the QV-8000SX: Its fully-automatic exposure

mode is perfect for novices, yet it offers one of the broadest range of exposure options of any camera we've tested. Its
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8x optical zoom lens provides one of the widest zoom ranges in the market today, and its low-light capabilities go

beyond anything we've seen to date (January, 2000). About the only additional features we could possibly ask for are

an optical viewfinder (please!), and an option to connect to an external flash. Overall, the QV-8000 is one of the most

versatile and capable 1.3 megapixel cameras on the market, and an excellent value for anyone looking for maximum

flexibility in a digital camera.

Reader Sample Images!
Do you have a QV-8000SX camera? If you'll post an album of your samples on one of the photo-sharing services and email us

at photos@imaging-resource.com, we'll list the album here for others to see!

Visit David Bogdan's sample images at the Photo Album Collection at the Imaging Resource Photo Club! 

For More Info:
View the data sheet for the QV-8000SX

View the test images from the QV-8000SX

    

 

CAMERA REVIEWS

COMPACT CAMERAS

MIRRORLESS CAMERAS

DSLR CAMERAS

CANON CAMERAS

NIKON CAMERAS

ALL BRANDS

COMPARE CAMERAS

COMPARE IMAGES

PHOTO NEWS

PHOTO OF THE DAY

LENS REVIEWS

PRINTER REVIEWS

BEST CAMERAS

ABOUT US CONTACT US ADVERTISING USAGE POLICY PRIVACY POLICY

FACEBOOK TWITTER
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1Mike Pasini, 11/1/99 10:52 PM -0500, Re: TIPS 1.0a Test Drive
To: Mike Pasini <70516.1007@compuserve.com>
From: Dave Etchells <detchells@imaging-resource.com>
Subject: Re: TIPS 1.0a Test Drive
Cc: 
Bcc: "ƒ:   People:   Mike Pasini"
X-Attachments: :G3 Volume 2:13635:V1N4NewDigicams.rtf:

At 9:46 PM -0500 11/1/99, Mike Pasini wrote:

> How does this sound: Segment the market into resolution ranges (under a
> megapixel, 1.3-1.5, 2.0+), and then list the recent cameras that we're
> aware of in each category, with a brief blurb about each. Three problems:
> 1) We haven't yet tested all the new cameras, so can't comment with equal
> authority on them, 2) It can't possibly be comprehensive, and 3) to
really
> do it justice would (a) take way more time than I have, and (b) take more
> space than I want to devote to it.

Sounds good. Not every camera needs a blurb ("coming soon" will do). I
think a breakdown of the cameras available in each of those three major
categories will be very helpful as people start to think about these things
for the holiday season. If we structure it as a list, you can just write
blurbs for the models you feel strongly about. And that will catch their
eye first time through.

Just sent you an email with no attachment on this - here it is, attached
to this reply.

I ended up not making anywhere near an exhaustive list, just the ones that
seemed noteworthy.

One/two additions: The new Casios look pretty interesting, but we've only
just gotten them in, haven't looked at *any* results yet.
(That's the QV-2000UX, and QV-8000SX)

Best,
Dave E.

1Printed for Dave Etchells <detchells@imaging-resource.com>
Appendix B
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LCD Digital Camera

. 0V-80003X H
_ DPOF

. User’s Gunde

 
If you need help With
your camera. please
call: 1(800)435-7732

CASIO.
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QUICK REFERENCE

The section provides a general outline of operational procedures. 

Loading Batteries (page 38)
Setting the Current Date and Time (page 44)  

 
 
 

 
  

  
 

  

 

4 . Be sure to use the
procedure on page 'i
44 to set the time v
and date before us-

i ing the camera forI the first time.

l-File name assign- :
ment and time 5:
stamping will not T:
be performed cor- l

Load batteries so their plus (+) and minus (—) rectly i' the time 5
ends are facing as shown in the illustration. 30d date are wrong.

On the bottom of the camera,
slide the battery compartment
cover lock towards the front

of the camera (CD) to release
the cover.

 
Close the battery compartment cover (® ®),
and then slide the battery compartment cover
lock towards the back of the camera to lock the

cover in place (@).

Grasping both sides of the
battery compartment cover,
swing it open (® 65)).
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QUICK REFERENCE

Recording Images (page 46)

After confirming that the Auto Focus After composing the image on themonitor screen, press the shutter but-
operation is complete (the operation lamp ,
lights green), press the shutter button all > “3:; about half way and mm 't there.. 0 camera 5 Auto Focus feature automatically
the way down to record the Image. focuses the mega

 o t' '-
,a‘,’:;a '°" ‘ 1 Slide the POWER Switch ini the direction indicated by

. - arrow to turn on the camera.

Set the dial to [E] Slide the Function
for normal recording. ‘ _ Switch to REC_
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QUICK REFERENCE

I Playing Back Images (page 79)

 

Use [+] and [._] to scroll ‘ Slide the POWER Switch in the

through the images stored direction indicated by arrow.
I in camera memory ~ The Image you recorded appears
I'v‘_‘____M7 w----...._._v.~ ‘_ . .. on the monitor screen.

“a“

2‘. Slide the Function

K ivrtch to PLAY._:_—.._-_.....-_.._.......___.__/
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QUICK REFERENCE

_

P ss MEN .
Double check to re U , Use [+] and [—] to select

make sllllre thatt t "Delete”, and then press theyou rea y wan 0 ' shutter button.

delete the image ‘
you selected.

Use [4-] and {—1 to select' Press MENU to exit

the image delete “Select", and then press the

 Operat'on' shutter button.

5’ Use [+] and {—1 to select animage you want to delete and

Press DISP. then press the shutter button.
'7 Selected images are indicatedby fl.

Use [+1 and [‘1 to seleCt - Note that the lirst time you display an
“Yes", and then press the Slide the Function ‘ image its {fl icon is turned on.
shutter button. Switch to PLAY.
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coNTENTS grfifiizifixgo’: your selection at the oveooosx LCD Digital Camera.To get the most out o! the OV-BOOOSX, be sure to carefully read this manual and lot/ow the instructions contained in it.

a QUICK REFERENCE

n FEATURES
PRECAUTIONS

UNPACKING

 

 

 
 

Using the Lens Cap .......................................... o 19
Attaching the Strap . 19
Using the Soft Case .................................................. 21
Using the Wired Remote Controller ........................ 21

m GENERAL GUIDE
Lens ........................................................... . . 24
Top and Display ................................ 25
Bottom ................ 26
Dial ............................................................................ 27

m MONITOR SCREEN
Recording Mode ......................................................... 30
Playback Mode 31
Menu Screens ................................................... 32

m MEMORY CARDS
Inserting a Memory Card into the Camera .................. 34
Removing a Memory Card from the Camera .............. 35
Formatting a Memory Card ......................................... 36

m POWER SUPPLY
Loading Batteries V . . . 38
Usmg AC Power . . . .. 41
Power Save Settings . . . . 42

m SETTING THE CURRENT DATE AND TIME
Setting the Date and Time . i ., 44
Selecting the Date Format ., ,. ,. 45

m RECORDING
Usmg the Shutter Button .......... V 46
8am Recording Operation . . 46
Using Focus Lock ......... . ., .. . 49
USIng the Flash . .............. V . i, . 50
Changing the Lens Orientation ...... V 52
Quality Settings

 

 
 
 

....... .... ., .. , .. 53

Exposure Compensation .................................... 54

3 OTHER RECORDING FUNCTIONS
Using Quick Shutter ........................................... 56
Continuous Recording ........................... 57
Using the Zoom Features ............... . 58
Manual Focus ..................... a. 59
Intinity Mode Recording .. ........... .60 

Using the Macro Mode ................................... 61
Movie Recording ................................ . 61
Panorama Recording .. ........... 64 
Night Scene Mode .................... ............................ 65
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Landscape Mode Recording. ...... . .9 . . . .. 66
Monochrome and SepIa Recording . . . . 66
Portrait RecordIng. I. .. .. .. . ...... . 67
Usung the Self-timer .. I ,. . we.” . 68
Usrng the Timer .................. .9 V. ......... 69
Shutter Speed Priority Image Recording . . . 7O

 Aperture Priority Image Recording . 71
Performing Manual White Balance . . I I 72
Recording Made Power On Settings . . . 73
USIng the Record Menus ... .,.. 75

79 PLAYBACK

BaSIC Playback Operation .V . V .,
Playing Back a Movie
Panorama Playback

......... 79
, , , V, “.80

  

  

USIng Zoom .......................... .. ,I ........ 82
Displaying Nine Images ..................................... 83
Slide Show ... ,. .V V.. 84
Screen Saver . . .. , 7., 4. 85

Usrng the Playback Menus .................................. I 86

FOLDER TYPES

Memory Card Folder Precautions ............................. 88
SeleclIng a Folder lor Playback .............................. 89

m IMAGE PROTECTION
Protecting and UnprotectIng a Single Image .............. 90
Protecting and Unprotecting Folders .......................... 91
Protecting and Unprotecting

All Images on a Memory Card ............................... 91

CONTENTS

m DELETING IMAGES  Deleting a Single Image ............................................. 92
DeletIng All the Images In a Folder .I 93
Deleting All Unprotecled Images ................................ 94

m DPOF
Pnnting Specrlrc Images ............................................. 95
Printing All the Images In a Folder .............................. 96
PrintIng All Images .................................................... 97

En CONNECTIONS

m CONNECTING TO OTHER EQUIPMENT
Connectlng to a Televrsron .......................................... 99
Connecting to a Computer ....................................... 100

USING CompactFlash CARDS WITH YOUR
COMPUTER

SettIng Up to Access CompactFlash Card
Contents From Your Computer ................... 103

Memory Card Data ...................... 104
Card Browser ............................................................ 106

“a TROUBLESHOOTING

MESSAGES

SPECIFICATIONS
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CONTENTS

‘ CASIO COMPUTER CO.. LTD. assumes no responsibility
for any damage or loss resulting lrom the use of this
manual.

- CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD. assumes no responsibility
lor any loss or claims by third parties which may arise
through the use of the OV-BOOOSXt

- CASIO COMPUTER CO . LTDr assumes no responsrbility
for any damage or loss caused by deletion of data as a
result of malfunction, repairs. or battery replacement Be
sure to back up all imponant data on other media to protect
against its loss.

’ Windows and Internet Explorer are registered trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation,

- Macintosh iS a registered trademark of Apple Computer,
Inc.

' COMPACTFLASHW and if; logo are registered trade-
marks of SanDisk Corporation.

- Other company, product and service names used herein
may also be trademarks or servrce marks of others

. The USB driver uses software by Phoenix Technologies
Ltd.

Compatibility Software Copyright (C 1997
Phoenix Technologies Ltd., All Rights Reserved.
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FEATURES

Continuous recording (page 57) DCF Data Storage (page 104)
Commuous recording or hrgh-qualny Images at O 25»second DCF (Desrgn rule lor Camera Frle system) data storage prolo-
rnlmvars Is rust llkC have a motor dflVE on the camera col provrdes Image rnrer-compahbrlrty between the drgrlal

camera and pnnters

 

Digital Print Order Format (DPOF) (page 95) Simple image management (page 106)
Images can be easrly prrnled In the sequence you want usrng |mages are stored on a large-capacrty Compachlash memory
a DPOF compalrble prunter. DPOF can also be used by pro- card A new Card Browser tealure produces thumbnarls c! all
ressronal prrnl servrces when specrlyrng Images to produce Images on a card qurckly and easrly.
prints

mb&flé

@fifiéfi

I.“ 
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FEATURES

Movie and panorama images (pages 80. 81)
A butler lets you
capture images at
events that
occurred betore
you pressed the
shutter button.
A burIHn lunctron
lets you combine
up to nrne images
Into breathtaking
panoramas.

 

Easy-to-understand graphic interface (page 32)
All camera operations can be penormed on graphic based in-
teractrve menu screens. CASIO nigh-resolution HAST LCD
makes screen Images clearer and more colorlul than ever be-
lore.

CASIO original metering system
Light metering includes innovative multr-paltern metering.

Megapixel CCD
Images are recorded by a 1.31-megaprxel CCD lor amaZIng
resolution and clarity.
Some slight image norse may be caused when usnng slow
shutter speeds.

 

 

 

    

  
 

  
 

 
 
 
  

  

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Easy connection to other devices (page 99)
USB. DtGITAL. and VIDEO OUT terminals provrde easy Con-
nection to other dcvxces

 Deskrop
Computer

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Notebook
Computer
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FEATURES

  
32X zoom is produced using 8X optical zoom
together with 4X digital zoom.

Macro Feature

Landscape Mode 
Night Scene
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FEATURES

Aperture Priority

 

  
Self-timer 9-image Screen

 
Slide Show
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FEATURES

( Display Zoom
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PRECAUTIONS

General Precautions

Be sure to observe the tollowrng important precautions
whenever using the OV-BOOOSX

All relerences in this manual to “this camera" and "the cam»
era“ reler to the CASIO OV—BOOOSX Digital Camera.

- Never try to take pictures or use the built-in display while
operating a motor vehicle or while walking Dorng so cre-
ates the danger ol serious accrdent.

- Never try to open the case of the camera or attempt your
own repairs. High-voltage internal components create the
risk 01 electrical shock when exposed. Always leave maln-
tenance and repair work up to authorized CASIO servrce
provrders.

‘ Never lire the tlash in the direction of a person operating a
motor vehicle. Doing so can intertere With the driver's vi-
sion and create the danger of accident.

- Never tire the llash while it is too close to the subiect's
eyesr Intense light from the tlash can cause eye damage it
it is tired too close to the eyes. especially wrth young chil-
dren. When using the llash, the camera should be at least
one meter from the eyes of the subject.

- Keep the camera away from water and other liquids. and
never let it get wet. Moisture creates the danger of tire and
electrical shock. Never use the camera outdoors in the rain
or snow, at the seashore or beach, in the bathroom. etc.

- Should loreign matter or water ever get into the camera.
immediately turn power ott unplug the AC adaptor from the
power outlet. and contact your dealer or nearest CASIO
sen/ice provrder Usrng the camera under these conditions
creates the danger ot tire and electrical shock

- Should you ever notice smoke or a strange odor Coming out
oi the camera immediately turn power oil and unplug the
AC adaptor trom the power outlet Usung the camera under
these conditions creates the danger of tire and electrical
shock Alter making sure there is no more smoke coming
trom the camera, take it to your nearest CASlO servrce pro-
vider tor repair Never attempt your own maintenance

. At least once a year. unplug the AC adapter from the power
outlet and clean the area around the prongs of the plug
Dust bUlld up around the prongs can create the danger oi
tire.

- It the camera's case should ever become cracked due to
dropping it or otherwrse subjecting it to rough treatment.
immediately turn power olt. unplug the AC adaptor from the
power outlet and contact y0ur nearest CASIO service pro-
vrder

- Never use the camera msrde oi an air cratt or in any other
areas where its use 18 prohibited. Dorng so can result in an
accident.

- Physmal damage and mallunction ol this camera can
cause the image data stored in its memory to be deleted.
Be Sure to always keep backup copies of data by transler-
ring them to personal computer memory.
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PRECAUTIONS

. Never open the battery compartment cover. drsconnecl the Condensation
AC adaptor from the camera or unplug rt lrom the wall
socket whrlc recording Images Doing so wm not only make ' When YOU bung "‘6 camera ”moors 0” a com day or other-
storage of the current Image Impossible. It can also corrupt wrse “9°59 't to a sudden change 0' temperature. there '5
other Image data already stored In camera memory the possubtltty that condensation can form on the exterior oron Intertor components. Condensatron can cause maltunc-

tron of the camera. so you should avord exposmg It to con-

Operating conditions dttrons that mrght cause condensation.
- ThIS camera rs desrgned l0r use In temperatures rangrng ' TO keep condensation from lorrntng. place the camera into

from CC to 40 C a plastic bag belore movmg It Into a location that IS much
- Do not use or keep the camera In the lollowmg areas warmer or colder than your current location. Leave It in the

— ln areas sub’ect to derCl sunlrght plastic bag until the arr tnSIde the bag has a-chance to
_ In areas Subject to hrgh humrdtty or dust reach the same temperature as the nevy locatton, ll con-
— Near an condtttoners. heaters. or other areas SUbleCI to densatuon does lorm, remove the batteries lrom the cam-

temperature extremes era and leave the battery compartment cover open for a
—- lnsrde ol 3 closed vehrcle,espec1a|ly one parked In the few hoursSun

, In areas subtect to strong Vibratton
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PRECAUTIONS

About the camera's backlight...
- The camera is equipped With a fluorescent light source to

pr0vide the back lighting lor its LCD.
- The normal service life oi the backlight is appronmately six

years, when the camera is used for about two hours a day
- Should the LCD Image appear abnormally dark. take the

camera to your dealer or an authorized CASlO servtce pro-
vider to have the light source replaced Note that you Will
be charged for this replacement,

- Under very cold conditions. the backlight may reQUire more
time than normal to light, or reddish bands may appear in
the displayed image. These conditions do not indicate mal-
function, and normal operation should return at higher tern»
peratures.

Monitor Screen

Recording

- The image shown on the monitor screen during recording
is intended for composition purposes only. so its quality
does not match that of the image as it is recorded. The
image is recorded in accordance with the quality setting
made with the procedure under “Quality Settings" on page
53.

- A dimly lit subject can slow down monitor screen relresh or
cause static in the displayed image.

Playback
This camera is dCSigned for high speed scrolling ol images
during playback Because oi this the playback image that
initially appears on the monitor screen does not show the full
resolution oi the image as recorded When yOU stop at the
image you want the monitor screen retreshes and shows
the image in its lull resolution

Lens

- Camera perlormance can be adversely allected by linger-
prints or did on the lens sudace Never touch the lens sur~
lace With your lingers

- Should the lens become dirty use a blower to blow oil dirt
and dust. or a solt. dry cloth to Wipe oil the lens

Date Setting
No data setting is made before the camera is shipped from
the factory Be sure to use the procedure on page 44 to St?!
the time and date before usmg the camera for the first time
File name a35ignment and time stamping WI“ not be perr
lormed correctly ii the time and date are wrong.
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GUIDELINES LAID DOWN BY FCC RULES FOR USE OF
THIS UNIT IN THE U.S.A. (not applicable to other areas),
llub dwlce cornplres wrtn Part 15 ol the FCC Rule-J Operation 1: sutured
to the lollowrng Iwo (.undrlrons II; III»: devrce may not Cuusfl harmlul In
terIc-rnncn and (2| thr'. dcvrct: must accept any Interlerencc‘ recerveu .n-
rrrmrnq rttIt-rltrrPnCll that may cause undesrred operatron

  
    
    
  

  
   
 
  
  
    
  
    
  
  
  

  
  
      

 

NOTICE
Trns equrprnent has been tested and lound lo comply mm the Irmrts lor
.4 Claas [3 pr-rrpheral pursuant to Part 15 ol the FCC Rules These
”Wuhan?(169908le orovtnr‘ rtrusonublc proleclron agalnst harmlulty‘rmlerence m a regrdenltal rrtxlallalron Thts equtpmenl generates
uses and can radrate radio lrequency energy and rt not Installed and
used In accordance wrth Ihe rnsltuctrons, may cause harmlul Interlerv
ence to rtrdro communrcatrons However there rs no guarantee that
rnterlerence erI not oLcul m a pan-cular rnstallatron II thrs equrpment
does cause harmtut Interlerence to radro or televrsron receptron whtch
can be dctnrmrned by turmng the equrpment all and on. the user IE.
encouraged to try to correct the Interlerence by one or more 0! the
tnllowtng measures

Heuttenl or relocate the recervrng‘ antenna
Increase the separahon belt. en Ittt! equrpment and [PCCIVG’
CotltleLI the courpment ‘rrtn an outlet on a Cllcurt drllerent Irom that
to WHICH mu recerver In cnnnecled
Canmtll the dealer or an expenenceo radro’IV tecnnroan lur trulp

FCC WARNING

Changes or modrlrcatrons not expressly approved by the party respon-
smle lor complrance could yard the users authorrty to operate the
equrpmenl
Properly shrcltleu cables, wrtlr Iertrle core must be used Iur connectlon
to host computer and‘or petlphetul‘. rn order to meet FCC CtrussronIlmlls

 

  
 
 

7.15;! V—Al can-ts mm In
'l-fi , rgu A . LEO w 'ERMIIIAL r A

',.f gpzcrg, wwwsr‘ r. Hurt IMH 1E5 I'rrYH 0‘.‘ m-
we guys: '0 A ”are fannttm-L OF A WMI-LIER

Ir-F ¢    
  

 
PRECAUTIONS

Declaration of Conformity

Model Number OV<80008X
Trade Name CASIO COMPUTER CO..LTDI

Responstble party CASIO INC.
Address: 570 MT. PLEASANT AVENUE.

DOVER.NEW JERSEY 07801

Telephone number. 973—361-5400

Thrs devrce comptres wrth Part 15 ol the FCC Rules
Operatron rs subtect to the lollowrng two condrtronS‘
(I) Thrs oevtce may not cause harmlul Interference. and
(2) thrs devrce must accept any rnterlerencc recetved‘ rn-
cludrng Inter‘letence that may cause undesrred operatron

 
CASIO comeurtn CO LTD QV-BOOOEX

C Tested To ComplyWith FCC Standards

FOR HOME OR OFFICE USE 
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UNPACKING

Check to make sure that all 01 the items shown below are Included With your camera. ll something IS mlssmg. conlacl your dealer
as soon as possible,

Camera Wired Remote Controller Lllhlum Battery rm wrred Son caspremote controller (0112025)

(7N  
Lens cap 2-Way Shouldcr/ Video cable Spooa/ USB cable

Atlached lo me lens Wns! Strap
ll

  
User's Guide
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Using the Lens Cap
Be sure to allrx the lens cap whenever you are not usrng the
camera When all-xrng the lens cap. posmon rt as shown m
the rllustratron and press at the pornts indrcated by the ar-
rows

 

— Clip 
. A clrp on the back ol the lens cap lets you fasten It to the

camera strap

UNPACKING

Attach ng the Strap

The two-way strap that comes wrth the camera can be used
crther as a shoulder strap or a wnst strap. Pass the wrist
strap through the hole on the srde ol the camera as shown in
the Illustration.
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UNPACKING

Using the Strap as a Wrist Strap Using the Strap as a Shoulder Strap
Detach the upper strap from the main strap (Figure 1). and Attach the strap to the camera so the shoulder pad is on the
then attach the two buckles ot the main strap to each other inSIde of the loop
(Figure 2).
Press the buckles together until they snap securely into

place. /
‘9-

1

Upperstraw

» IMPORTANT! .fl

- Be Sure to keep the strap around your wrist whenever
usmg the camera to protect against acCidentally drop-
ping it.

- The supplied strap is intended lor use with this camera
only Do not use lor any other application

0 Never swmg the camera around by the strap
- Allowmg the camera to swmg freely from your neck

can result in damage to the camera due to its bumping
against other obiects It also creates the danger ol the
camera becoming caught in a door or on other ob-
jects. resulting in personal injury.

(F 2
(Figure 1) Main strap (igure )
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Using'tihes‘of't Case 
Keep the camera in its soft case to protect it when not tn use,

Make sure the lens is lacmg
up and the monitor screen rs

 

 
I! you want to hang the camera
lrom your Shoulder while It IS tn
the salt case, pass the
shoulder strap through the hole
In the side of the case

lacmg down

 
The pocket rnsrde the soft case
can be used to store the wired
remote controller and memory
cards

 

UNPACKING

Using the Wired Remote Controller
The wired remote controller that comes with the camera can

be used to control the camera. When using a slow shutter
speed or telephoto. you can avord blurring of the image due
to camera movement by mounting the camera on a tripod
and using the wrred remote controller to trigger the record
operation You can also use remote control tor playback dur-
ing presentations.

General Guide

 
FOCUS LOCK
ON/OFF

SHUTTER

zoom w zoom T

MF/OO/Ra

MENU (FOCUS)
H [+1

'r Ni
SET (FLASH/FOLDER)

DISP
é) (SELF-TIMER)
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UNPACKING

Replacing the Wired Remote Controller

Battery

The wired remote controller IS powered by a Single CR2025
lithium battery.

1. While pressing the bat-
tery holder lock, pull
the battery holder from
the wired remote con-
troller.

Batlery
holder

 
Battery
holder lock

2. After wiping off the two
sides of a battery with a
soft, dry cloth, place it
into the battery holder
with the positive (+)
side facing up (so you
can see it).

 
3. Slide the battery holder back into place.

Failure of the Wired remote controller to operate probably
means that the battery needs to be replaced,

Battery Precautions

- Keep batteries out ot the reach ol small chrl

dren. It swallowed accrdentally. contact a phy-
stcran immediately

- Misuse of a battery can cause it to leak. which
damages and corrodes the area ar0und the

battery and creates the danger ot tire and per
sonal injury Be sure to observe the lollowrngprecautions

- When loading the battery. make sure its {303:-
trve (+) and negative (—) srdes are lacrng cor-rectly.

0 Use only the battery type that IS specrtred forthis unit.

- Never try to charge a battery or take it apart.
and never allow its poles to become connected
to each other by metal (shorted), Do not ex-
pose batteries to heat or dispose of them byburning

' Dead batteries tend to leak battery tIurd. Never
leave a dead battery in the wrred remote con-troller.

&CAUTION
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Connecting to the Camera
Turn otl camera power and then attach the plug of the Wired
remole controller to the camera's DIGITAL terminal

DIGITAL terminal

 

UNPACKING

Wired Remote Controller Buttons

The buttons ol the wired remote controller have the same

basnc functions as the buttons on the camera, except for the
dillerences described below.

  
  

  
    

  
  
    

  

 
 

    

  

  

 
To pertorm this
operatlon:

  
Focus Lock Wired remote controller:

Press the FOCUS LOCK ON/OFF button
to turn on locus lock. compose the image.
and then press the SHUTTER button
- Pressmg FOCUS LOCK ON/OFF again

cancels locus lock
- Pressmg the remote controller's SHUT-

TER perlorms the locus operation, tol-
Iowed by recording ol the Image

Camera:
Press the shutter button hall way. com-
pose the image, and then press the shut-
ter button (page 49).
 

Menu screen
item selection  

Wired remote controller:
Highlight the item on the camera's monitor
screen. and then press the SET button.
Camera:
Highlight the item on the camera's monitor
screen, and then press the shutter button
(page 32).
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GENERAL GUIDE

The lollowing illustrations show the names ol each component. button and swttch on the camera

Dial AC Power terminal
(page 27) (page 41)

 
 

  
  
 

  

 
 

  
 

DIGITAL terminal
Shutter button
(page 46)

Light sensor

POWER switch
(9898 46)

ZOOM slider
(page 58)

  
VIDEO OUT terminal MEMORY
(page 93) card slot cover(page 34)
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GENERAL GUIDE

Top'and Dlsplay
Terminal panel cover LCD
(page 26) (page 30)
 
 
 MENU button

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

SIF- (FLASH/FOLDER)
button

(pages 50, 89)

Operation lamp
(page 28)

{a Function switch
V (page 45)

  

 
 

MF/oom (FOCUS) button
(pages 59, 60, 61)

DISP button

6) (SELF-TIMER) button (pages 30. 32)(page 68)    
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GENERAL GUIDE

Tripod screw hole
Battery compartment lock
(page 38) 

 
 
 
  

Battery compartment cover
(page 38)

Opening the
Terminal Panel

Cover  
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pocmofie

 
Timer Mode

Panorama Mode

Mowe Mode

Normal Mode

Night Scene Mode

Portrait Mode

Landscape Mode

(page 69)

(page 64)

(page 62)

(page 46)

(page 55)

(page 67)

(page 66)

GENERAL GUIDE

Lens Filters
The area around the lens of the camera is threaded to allow

use of commerCIally available lens filters with a diameter of
43mm Simply screw the lens filter into place.

”7 IMPORTANT! ’3“

- Certain types of filters can
cause the problems de-
scribed below, Be sure to

carefully check any filter for
these problems before pur-
chasing it
' The lrame around the out-

side of some filters may
block light from the lens.
resulting in shadows in
the image.

‘ Some filters can interfere with proper operation of
Auto Focus and the flash unit.

* Filter performance may not be equivalent to that ob-
tained with a film-based camera.

- Do not use multiple filters with this camera.
- Do not use a lens hoodi Doing so causes incorrect lir-

ing of the flash unit.
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GENERAL GUIDE

 
 

 

Operation Lamp Record Mode
The operation lamp shows the operational status of the cam-
era.

Green Auto Focus operahon ‘ Please wancomplete 1 raher power on), ,"4 ,-_

Monrlor screen rumed ‘ Image store
of? due to sleep stale operalron rn progress
aclrvahon or dala ~ ~-—
communlcahon Power 0” 

Operation lamp

 

Low buttery

Fiash rs chargrng __l
Memory error

Amber Exposme warmng

Red Cannot locus

Memory IuII

Cannot charge rhe Hash
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GENERAL GUIDE

Playback Mode 

Lamp
 Color On Flashing
Green Monrlor screen lurned oll Please wart

| ‘ due lo data commumca- (alter power on)
Delete operalron rn
progress‘ hon
Formal operalron In
progress

Power oll roulrne rn
progress
 

Low battery

L Flea f Memory error

Low Battery Warning

L'QNS (red). alter whrch camera power turns off automalr-
Cally.
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MONITOR SCREEN

Pressing DISP causes various
indicators to appear on the
monitor screen,

Auto Focus lrame _ -
N0 memory card loaded warning 51

Sell~llmer j i
Focus mode Indicator — , i  

Auto Focus None
Manuachcus RAF
Macro .1,
lnhmly ooDlSP button

Flash Mode
Aulo None

Flash 0n 5

Flash 011 ®Red-eye
reduction ©

Spot metering
mdlcalor

Camera shake
In drcalor

Aperture value

Ballery capaciry

Shuller speed value

30

 
E V shill

Recording Mode
.- <

Recording Mode
ri‘ Zoom lacmr
' X2 X4

i Remaining
number 0! pages

j
 Image Sl/P

1280 x 060
640 x 480

NORflfiL

Oualrly
FINE
NORMAL

\ ECONOMY
Image Informal/on

Movrc Recording recording timeseconds

Panorama number or images
Dale and lime P1 ‘0 P9
ThlS mlormalion Conlinuous Mode mode indicator
appears lor one or [3:1]Iwo seconds‘ and Ounck Shutter bullet status
rhen disappears , . , ,
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Screen when shutter is pressed hall way

Hush Moder 5 @l

%5
lr 1

J ——‘— Auto Focus Frame
- Focusmg complete

Green

- Focusmg lalled.
Red

Flash indicator appears to indicate that flash Will be lired
(when auto llash IS selected)

Recording Mode Indicators

la 

  
 

 

Panorama

Moyie

 

 

MONITOR SCREEN

 Playback Mode

Folder name - File number

Protect indicator Folder name

‘ ‘ _J_ Pages
Image srze
1280 x 960
640 x 480

 

Oualrly

wu-oout w F'NEss/iu/io NORMAL
10:10“ ECONOMY

Dale and time
(date and time of recording)

Battery capacity

Changing the Display Language

Use the lollowing procedure to switch the display language
between English and Japanese.

1. Press MENU.

2. Select “Set Up" —> “Language".

3. Select the display language you want.
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MONITOR SCREEN

Pressing MENU displays the menu screen The contents of
the menu screen depend on whether you are In the PLAY BaSIc Menu, . .u .y,‘ 1
Mode or REC Model Whrle the menu screen IS on the dus-
play. press DISP to toggle between the basic menu and the
advanced menu‘

In this User's Guide. the basrc menu 15 always used lor Items
that appear on both the basrc menu and advanced menu
The basrc menu displays settrngs requrred for ba51clunc- V

tions, while the advanced menu Includes settings for all lunc- V‘ltions. ‘ ’fCategory On screen Gmdance

 
- See "Usrng the Record Menus” on page 75 and “Using the

Playback Menus" on page 86 for more inlormation about
menu contents. DlSP

 
Category FunCIIOV’
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Making menu settings

1. Slide the Function Switch to PLAY or REC.

Press MENU.

3. Press DISP to toggle between the basic menu
and the advanced menu.

. Use [+] and [—] to select the category or func-
tion you want. and then press the shutter but-
ton.

[+] {-1 '116m selection
Shutter button ' Execution of a selection

MENU Returns to the prewous screen or
cancels settings

- Make settings In accordance With the gutdancc mes-
sages that appear on the monitor screen,

After making the settings you want. select
“Exit“ and then press the shutter button.

MONITOR SCREEN
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MEMORY CARDS

This camera uses a memory card (CompactFlash cards) tor
image memory
Use the procedure below to unsert the memory card Into the
camera betore you try to use it tor the ttrst trme 1. Open the memory cardslot cover.

  Inserting a Memory Card into theréaim ‘ "

 ”I IMPORTANT! ll

- Make sure that the power ot the camera IS lurned olt
before you insert or remove a memory card. 2. As shown in the illustra- Sur’ace markm

. When inserting a memory card into the camera. make tion. slide the memory W” am?“
sure that the card is oriented correctly Make sure that card into the slot and
the correct side ol the card IS tacrng up. and that you
. ush it in a f r as it will
Insert the correct end of the card Into the camera p s ago.

- If the Elect button Is ex
tended‘ press it In before
sltdtng the memory card
Into the slot

3. Close the memory card
slot cover.
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Rem \flng Memory Card from the Camera  

1. Open the memory card
slot cover.

2. Press the eject button so
it extends from the cam-
era.

3. Press the eject button
once again to eject the
card.

4- Remove the memory
card.

5. Close the memory card
slot cover.

 
 

MEMORY CARDS

ID IMPORTANT! .11

- Insert only memory cards Into the memory card slot.
Inserting any other type of card can cause malfunc-lion

- Should water or any other foreign matter get Into the
memory card slot, immediately turn off power. unplug
the AC adaptor, and contact your original retailer or
nearest CASIO Serv1ce Provrderr

‘ Never eject the CompactFlash card while the card slot
:5 lacmg downwards. Dorng so creates the danger ol
the CompactFlash card lalling. which can corrupt im-
age dala on the card.
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MEMORY CARDS

Formatting a Memory Card

You can format a memory card to delete all of the data
stored on it

II" IMPORTANT! (I

~ Formatting a memory card deletes all images on the
card. even if some or all of the images are protected
(page 90).

- Data deleted by a memory card format operation can-
not be recovered' Be sure to carefully check and con-
firm that you no longer need the data stored in a
memory card before formatting it

1. Press MENU.

2. Select “Set Up“ a “Format".

3. In response to the confirmation message that

36

appears, select “Yes" to start formatting the
card.

Memory Card Precautions
0

Images cannot be recorded With this camera unless a
memory card is installed in it

Be sure to use only CASIO brand CornpactFlash cards
Proper operatton With other memory cards is not guaranteed

Static electncrtyi electrical neise. and other electrical phe-
nomena can cause corruption or even total loss of the

data stored on a memory card Because of this. you
should always make backup copies of important images
on other media (magnetic optical disk floppy diskette.
computer hard disk etc l

Memory card problems can be corrected by retormattinq
the memory card (page 116t Reformatting a memory raid
deletes all images stored on the card. but you can use a
computer to copy the images you want to keep to the
computer’s hard disk before reformatting your card If you
plan to be recording images where you do not have ac-
cess to a computer, it is a good idea to take along an extra
memory card or two just in case you experience an unex-
pected memory card problem
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MEMORY CARDS

. Formatting IS recommended tor any memory card that you 0 Up to 250 Image lIIes can be stored In each lolder. The
Suspect contains corrupted Image data (due to a DE- tollewrng shows a typtcal file name,
CODE: FRROR. strange Image colorsr malformed Images)
or newly purchased memory cards 11070026.JPG

- Betore starting a lormat OperUOlL load a lull set of new /f \
batterIeS (alkaltne or [Ithluml Into the camera or connect Month Day Extension (JPG orAVI)
the AC adaptor to power the camera InterruptIon ol cam- Serial number
era power during the lormat operatton results In Improper . When you try to save the 251 st Image to a folder. the cam-
tormatttng, maktng It IlTlpOSSIDle to use the memory card era automatically creates a new lolder and store the image

theret

Memory Card Folder precautions - The above maximum number of tiles and folders are abso-lute maxrmums. The actual number ol lolders and tiles may
be less due to memory card capacity and the size ol each
Image.

- Panorama Images are divrded into multiple Images and
stored on the memory card.

- See “USING CompactFlash CARDS WITH YOUR COM-
PUTER" on page 103 for intormatton about how tiles and
folders are organized.

‘ The camera automatically creates lolders (dIrectorIes) on
the memory card and asstgns them names based on dates
(month and day) Any Image you record Is automattcally
stored Into the lolder that corresponds to the date It Is re-
corded

- Up to 900 tolders can be created on a stngle card
The lollowmg shows a typical lolder name.

1 00 O7 1 9

Serial number Day
Month
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POWER SUPPLY

The camera leatures a two-way power supply that lets you 4. Close the battery com-
use either batteries (AA-Size alkaline. lithium or Ni-MH) or partment cover (6) ®)
household AC Current, and then slide the bat-

tery compartment

Loading Batteries cover lock towards the ‘ . I

 
back of the camera to 2

Be sure that camera power IS turned oll whenever loading or lock the cover in place
replacing batteries. (CD)
1. On the bottom of the

camera, slide the battery ’
compartment cover lock
towards the front of the

camera (CD) to release
the cover.

I Be sure to use alkaline lithium or Ni- MH batteries
1 Never use manganese batteries (see precautions on

L the next page)

0 Make sure the battery compartment cover is locked ser
curely‘ Failure to do so can result in the c0ver opening,
Creating the danger of personal Injury and corruption ol
Image data

2. Grasping both sides of
the battery compartment

cover, swing it open (®
©)-

3. Load batteries so their

plus (+) and minus (—)
ends are facing as
shown in the illustration.
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Standard Battery Life
This camera can be powered usrng AA-size alkaline, lithium
or Ni-MH batteries
The battery life reference values given below indicate the
amount of time at standard temperature (25 C) until power
automatically turns ofl due to battery failure They do not
guarantee that batteries wrll perform the amount of serVice
indicated Battery life is reduced by low temperatures andcontinued use
_. i 7 .,
‘Tvpe ol AA-sue Alkaline AA~$ize Lithium AA~5l7e Ni-MH
lOpemtlrm Batteries LRG Batteries FR6  

 Continuous l
{flayhdck l 10 minutes 280 minutes i 160 minutesContinue 9,

lgmmlng 400 shots 1020 shots 620 shots   
' The above figures are apprOXImations only.
' The above guidelines are based on the lollowmg battery

types
Alkaline. MXtSOO (AA) DURACELL ULTRA
Lithium Energizer
NiMH (Nickel-metal hydride)

' Battery life varies wrth brand.
‘ Flgures are based on continuous recording under the fol-

lowmg conditions.
Flash turned off
One zoom slider swrtching between T (Telephoto) and W
(Wide-angle)

Battery life Is greatly affected by how much you use flash.
200m and other functions, and how long you leave power
lUfned on.

CASIO NP<H3

POWER SUPPLY

0 About rechargeable batteries
' Use only the nickelemetal hydride batteries (NP-H3) that

are available from your dealer as options for this camera.
Proper camera operation is not guaranteed when other re-
chargeable batteries are used

Nickel-metal hydride Batteries (4-battery set)/Ouick
Charger Set 801 H84
Nickel-metal hydride Batteries (ti-battery set) NP-H3P4

- Be sure to keep all four batteries together as a set at all
times, for both charging and powering the camera. Mixrng
batteries from different sets can shorten overall battery life
and cause mallunctlon ot the camera

- Rechargeable batteries cannot be charged while they are
loaded in the camera.

0 Tips for Prolonging Battery Life
- Use the} button to turn off the flash when you are not usingIt

- You can also use the power save settings (page 42) to pro-
tect against wasting battery power when you forget to turn
off the camera.

0 How low temperature affects battery life
- The life of alkaline batteries is shortened by use under very

cold temperatures. The life of alkaline batteries used at 0°C
is about one mm of what it is at normal temperatures (ab0ut
25°C). When shooting under very cold temperatures. we
recommend use of lithium or nickel metal hydride batteries.
which are not so dramatically affected by cold. It you must
use alkaline batteries. be Sure to have plenty of spares on
hand.

39
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POWER SUPPLY

Battery Handling Precautions
Incorrect use or handling ol batteries can cause them to leak
or burst and seriously damage your camera, Be sure to note
the following important precautions to avoid problems With
batteries.

- Use only LR6 (AM-3) type alkaline or FFl6 type
lithium or Ni—MH (nickel-metal hydride) dry cell
batteries with this camera. Never mix old bat-

teries With new ones. Doing so can result in
bursting or leaking of batteries. creating the

A danger of tire or personal injury.
CAUTION - Always make sure that the positive (+) and

negative (—) ends ol the batteries are tacmg
correctly, as noted by the markings on the
camera itsellt Improper loading at batteries can
result in bursting or leaking of batteries. creat-
ing the danger of personal inlury or soiling ol
objects nearby.

. Remove batteries lrom the camera it you do not plan to use
it for more than two weeks

. Never recharge batteries, never allow direct connection
between two ends ol a battery, and never try to take batter-
ies apart.

- Do not expose batteries to direct heat or dispose of them
by burning. Doing so can create the danger of explosion.

- Never mix batteries of dillerent types.

40

- Dead batteries are susceptible to leakage which can
cause sori0us damage to your camera Remove batteries
lrom the camera as soon as you notice they are dead

- The batteries that power the camera normally become
warm as they discharge

Battery Capacity Indicator

The battery capacrty indicator (shown only when the image
information display is turned on} changes in the tollowmg se-
quence as battery power decreases "E" ‘ HE] - Er

- ””C] It you continue to use the camera while the battery
level is ”"El or “"Cl camera power WI” automatically turnoil.

 


